
“With the rapid development of Wi-Fi-enabled  

devices of all shapes and sizes, many people  

carry their mobile phones, tablets or notebooks  

around. The growing demand for the Wi-Fi is  

getting stronger for the customers in  

Chongqing Department Store as well. Besides  

shopping, dining and entertaining, wireless  

Internet connectivity has been an  

indispensable part for the customers, too. 

Wireless network allows mall visitors to access  

major news websites at the resting and dining  

area at any time. WLAN access has become  

one of the most basic services provided by  

large shopping centers. Therefore, deploying  

an administrable, controllable, reliable, and  

efficient WLAN system has become the  

greatest priority for Chongqing Department  

Store,” said Mr. Chen, VP of Chongqing  

Department Store. 

CASE STUDY 

ZDC AC+AP smart solution  

achieves win-win outcomes for  

both the customers and the  

workers in Chongqing Department  

Store. 
REQUIREMENTS 

•Ubiquitous Wi-Fi to cover up to 8 floors,  

800,000+ square feet in per shopping mall 

• Seamless roaming among APs 

•Centralized management and eliminating  

the need to manually configure individual  

access points 

•Multiple SSID support and VLAN  

mapping per SSID 

•Secure user authentication and wireless  

security encryption 

SOLUTION 

• High power Access Points 

• Wireless AP controllers 

BENEFITS 

•Centralized configuration and  

management of all access points by one  

single access controller 

•Robust and powerful security measures  

by a strict authentication process 

•Perfect scalability with newly deployed  

access point 

•Strong, Reliable Wi-Fi signals which  

provide consistent performance 

•Pushing Ads System which supports  

abundant Ad forms and reduces marketing  

cost and achieves accurate marketing  

target 



According to both two branches of  

Chongqing Department Store, the problem  

was clear but hard to fix: the existing Wi-Fi  

infrastructure just couldn’t handle their  

current user capacity. Wireless coverage  

was patchy, performance was unreliable  

and connections were unstable. Besides,  

APs management had been always a huge  

problem for them and the WiFi security  

system was inaccurate and couldn’t meet  

their needs. 

Chongqing Department Store is the biggest  

department store in Chongqing, and with the  

rising popularity in China and more people  

coming into the shopping mall every day,  the 

poor WiFi system was indeed a big  issue 

that needed to be solved. “Wi-Fi has  

become an essential feature for our  

customers while they are shopping, so it  had 

better work well and work well  everywhere 

because we want to provide the  best 

shopping environment for our  customers. 

Although we had deployed a lot  of Wi-Fi 

APs, our existing system just  couldn’t deliver 

a “carrier-class” service, and  that’s what we 

and our customers needed,”  said Mr. Chen. 

“Besides coverage, with more and more  

people coming into our shopping mall and  

using their Wi-Fi-enabled devices, seamless  

roaming among APs is also very important  

for us and the customers,” said Mr.Chen. 

But the most important issue is  

implementing separate VLAN for the  

guests, office, and vendors. “We also have  

many vendors and suppliers coming into  

our mall to fill the good or for business  

purpose every day, so it’s very important  

that the system should be able to apply  

user-based security policy and priority. 

Besides, with the huge amount of APs in  

the shopping mall, we definitely need an  

easy and simple management system for  

daily maintenance,” said Mr. Chen. After  

evaluating offerings from Cisco, 

Aruba, Ruckus, and others, Chongqing  

Department Store selected the ZDC  

AC+AP smart solution system. 

The solution adopts a 500mW carrier-  

grade AP, whose extraordinary signal  

capability and high power guarantees  

perfect signal strength (-75dBm) even  

after penetrating two brick walls. It has  

been proved by strict long-time high-low  

temperature tests that the system is able  

to maintain perfect performance in various  

environments. 



All APs support multiple SSIDs. It can  

simultaneously broadcast both customer  

SSID and work SSID. To separate operation  

network from office network, customer SSID  

and work SSID are bound to different VLANs.  

Furthermore, AP also supports the security  

features of black-white-list-based access  

control and rogue AP detection. Also, ZDC  

solution adopts WEB authentication, which is  

an important security control method for the  

administrator. After a wireless client  

associates with an AP, AC’s internal Portal  

server will push authentication WEB page to  

it. After inputting a username and password  

on the portal page, the user will be allowed to  

access network after being successfully  

authenticated by internal radius server. Our  

robust security measure adopts strict  

authentication process to guarantee  

traceability of all users’ network access  

information. The security features of perfect  

encryption, wireless client isolation, URL  

filtering, VAP separation and black-white-list-  

based access control which guarantee mall  

visitors, workers and vendors’ network safety. 

“ZDC solution adopts AC+TAP network  

architecture. All TAPs are centrally managed,  

monitored and configured by AC. It takes only  

one administrator to complete daily WLAN  

maintenance work, which greatly improves  

management efficiency and reduces our  

maintenance cost. 

Among of all these, what any other Wi-Fi  

system available on the market doesn’t have  

and really surprises me is that their ZDS-810  

Enhanced Advertisement Push System. It  

can push advertisements to visitors through  

WLAN. The solution supports abundant ad  

forms, reduces our marketing cost, and  

achieves accurate marketing targets. It really  

saves a lot of effort for our marketing  

department,” said Mr.Chen. 

“The most surprising thing for us was that  

the ZDC system was not only more cost-  

effective than the other competing systems,  

but provided features and functions that the 

others didn’t have, like Pushing Ads system. 

Complaints about poor network performance 

have decreased a lot and our customers an  

workers are always amazed to find how  

efficiently and quickly we can fulfill their  

connectivity requirements,” he added. 

“The ZDC mobility framework lets us  

improve and personalize our guest  

experience in ways that nobody has ever  

achieved before. ZDC totally exceed our  

expectations and we are pleased to  

recommend implementing it in the whole 

Chongqing General Trading Group in the ne 

future,” concluded Mr. Chen. 

OVERVIEW 

Chongqing Department Store belongs to  

the Chongqing General Trading Group,  

which is the biggest Trading Group in  

western China. Chongqing Department  

Store has been trying their best to provide  

their valued customers with a comfortable  

and exquisite shopping experience in their  

international fashion trend shopping mall.  

Chongqing Department Store consists of  

two shopping malls: Banan New Century  

shopping center, a 7-story shopping mall  

800,000+ square feet of property, and  

Guanyin Bridge Sunshine Century  

shopping center, an 8-story shopping mall  

with 800,000+ square feet of property. 


